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There were three main classes of schools at this time. In
the petty schools children were taught for two or three years
to read and to spelL At seven or eight years of age they were
ready to proceed to a writing school or a grammar school. At
the former, additional instruction was given in English by
reading at least a chapter once a day, but the two main subjects
taught were writing and arithmetic, with which were associated
'such preparative arts, as may make them [the pupils] com-
pleatly fit to undergoe any ordinary calling9.1
For any one wishing to enter one of the professions, an educa-
tion at a grammar school was customary. The grammar school
attained its greatest importance during this period. It was
richly supported by the middle classes, which poured their
wealth into the endowment of education between 1560 and
1660, probably to a greater extent relatively than during any
other hundred years in English history. The number of en-
dowed schools founded in the first half of the seventeenth
century was as large as of those founded in the whole of the
previous century.
At the grammar school, the usher taught the first three forms
Latin grammar from Lily's Brevissima Institutio, whose use was
first made compulsory in 1540 and authorized again in 1604.
Forms four to six were under the direction of the headmaster,
and studied rhetoric and Greek and, finally, Hebrew. This
insistence on the study of language to the neglect of other
subjects was a remarkable illustration of the puritans* accept-
ance of the Bible as the supreme rule of life. They naturally
urged that the young should be taught the languages of the Old
and New Testaments and of the patristic writings. The value
of this narrow education largely depended on the ability of the
schoolmaster to broaden it by such devices as prescribing themes
requiring a knowledge of subjects not included in the curricu-
lum. It would have been easy for a man like Sir Henry Wotton,
provost of Eton, to temper the aridities of grammar by choosing
illustrations from a fund of knowledge gained as an ambassador
of the Grown. On the whole, however, although a contem-
porary pleaded that there was no calling more serviceable to
church and state than that of a schoolmaster, even he admitted
that teaching was a despised occupation.2
1	Hoole, New Discovery (1912 reprint), p. 56.
2	Ibid., pp. 13, 3.

